Proposed Structure of Human Rights Clinic

Medical Director
Is point contact person for people outside of the clinic. Receives requests for evaluations, is resource for questions about specific evaluations.

Resident Clinic Director(s)
Works with PHR Student Clinic Director to run the clinic. Specifically in charge of keeping intake forms of all evaluations and creating database for future research purposes. In charge of keeping affidavits for future legal purposes.

PHR Student Clinic Director
Works with Resident Clinic Director to run the clinic. Specifically in charge of making sure scheduling for evaluations is done and keeping lines of communication open during evaluation process.

PHR at UMMSM
In charge of scheduling evaluations and identifying which individuals will be involved in each case. In charge of keeping track of clinic schedule and list of volunteer faculty and residents. In charge of obtaining consent forms. In the beginning will be the students able to attend evaluations/be involved with affidavit.

Volunteer Faculty
1 attending physician to be involved with each evaluation

J Weiss Internal Medicine Residents
1 resident to be involved with each evaluation.

Eventually...

Social Medicine Pathway Students
1 student to be involved with each evaluation.